FRESCO
FRIZZANTE 2020
A refreshing, fruity sparkling wine made from typical Wachau grape varieties.
Ideal as an aperitif and for parties.
ORIGIN & TERROIR
Carefully selected grapes from vineyards throughout the Wachau valley are vinified to
Fresco Frizzante. The grapes are hand-picked from both steep terraced vineyards and
vineyards on the banks of the Danube. The wine reflects the unique climate and the poor
primary rock soils of the Wachau.
VINTAGE 2020
Wines of the 2020 vintage show clear and precise character with a fresh, fruity note,
although the harvest yielded only marginal quantities. What began as a dry, warm year
turned into a summer that alternated between sunny and rainy periods, and in late August
the Wachau suffered a severe hailstorm. It is especially vintages like 2020 that underscore
how important it is to pick and carefully select grapes by hand.
VINEYARD & CELLAR
After gentle pressing and temperature-controlled fermentation the cuvée was created. C02
was added to achieve a lively and fresh sparkling wine with a pleasant ‘mousse’. A perfectly
balanced style. Work in the vineyard takes place based on sustainable and, increasingly,
organic principles, without the use of insecticides or herbicides, and grapes are hand-picked.
CHARACTER & STYLE
Subtle and compact mousseux; On the palate, the Fresco Frizzante presents itself with a
slim but elegant body, the acidity and the CO2 make the sparkling wine extremely lively; the
well-integrated dosage complements it in a charming way. Delicate aromas of red apple,
elderflower, and stone fruit on the palate. The tangy acidity and fizziness bring vibrancy and
complexity to the wine. Serve well chilled - directly from the fridge. Fresco Frizzante is a
perfect aperitif and party wine, the ideal accompaniment for light starters such as Serrano
ham with melon or a beef carpaccio. It is the ideal summer wine, a beach refreshment par
excellence, the thirst quencher in the pool, either pure or refined with a dash of Wachau
apricot nectar.
Alcohol: 12,0 % | Dosage: 10,0 g/l
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